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If a hen could choose…

Easy to use, affordable,
quality incubators
since 1976.
Brinsea is the world leading incubator
manufacturer and has a full line of:

Automatic Coop Door Openers
The only “all-in-one” openers with
integrated timer and light sensor for
total flexibility and peace of mind.

Incubators from 7 to 580 eggs
Durable, easy to clean with
user friendly digital controls
Brooders, Egg candlers

am
Styrofo
Forget d watch your
e.
tors an
incuba atch everytim
h
eggs

NEW
range

Starter kits and much more!

Hatching your
own chicks
is fun, easy
and affordable
with Brinsea

Incubation Specialists

For more information or to request your free color catalog visit www.brinsea.com or call 1-888-667-7009
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Q: What do you use for
nesting boxes in your coop?
Milk crates.
— Tom Oates

Dish pans from the
dollar store lined
with wood chips.
— Vicki Campbell

They’re numbered
e
because the fronts ar
t
no
t
bu
e
removabl
interchangeable.
— Ruth Ann Clark

Old potting
planters.
— Angi Toth

Old nightstands
and dressers too.
—Victoria Seabourn

CHICKEN

Chat

5-gallon buckets
filled with thrashed
flax stalks.
— Kitsune Nyx

Thanks to our Facebook readers for
sharing their helpful responses!
Follow the conversation on Facebook
and watch for more chances to join
in on Chicken Chat!
Facebook.com/BackyardPoultry
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Old large mailboxes
someone threw away.

Kitty litter containers.
Easy to take out & clean!

— Marilyn Hill

— Kelli Sizenbach

Bee boxes.
— Angela Roberge

Dog house.

stor
—Amy Hendry Pi

Wood wine boxes
— Barbara Visocchi

Join the Conversation on Backyard
Poultry Facebook and Instagram!
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Cooper’s Roost

O

Photos and Story By Lacy Cooper

ur Cooper’s Roost is built entirely from scratch by my husband, Greg Cooper, using spare rough-cut wood left over
from renovating our 100-year-old barn. The coop measures 4’ by 8’, with three roosts, two nest boxes and a linoleum droppings board for easy cleaning. There is an interior locking screen door, so the solid outer door can be left
open to allow for extra ventilation on warm days, which our Alabama birdies really seem to appreciate! The run is 6’ by 8’
surrounded by half-inch hardware cloth. I made colorful grit and calcium dispensers and mounted them inside the run for
a touch of practical whimsy. The roof is corrugated tin.

External feeders and good ventilation allow the
chickens to stay cool in the summer.
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Pen Pals® for dependable
performance every day.

No added
hormones

No
antibiotics*

No animal
by-products

No artificial
flavors or colors
*Exception when medication is requested

Follow us on Facebook for tips and
tricks from the pros!
Chicken Coops Guide

ADMAnimalNutrition.com
866-666-7626
AN_PoultryHelp@adm.com
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2015
First Place: Brandy Meyer
Coop: Our Chick Inn

L

ast year for my birthday my handyman husband said he would build me a chicken coop, and that I had better start
dreaming something up. No problems there! He began the build in our garage by framing a 5’ x 4’ base, and then
worked his way up from there. Cute picture frames became frames for windows, nesting box openings and pop doors. A
repurposed vintage screen door made the perfect gate for our 9-by-14 chicken run. You will also find a do-it-yourself chicken
swing, real branch roosting bars and a run complete with a tree and log outlined dust bath area. I think it is safe to say our
girls are living the high life in their cool, A-frame home, complete with shake-shingle accents. Uptown girls.
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Second Place: Dandi Gentry
Coop: Dandi’s Colorful Coop

M

y new chicken coop made with recycled metal, flea market finds, old
windows and a handmade, stained
glass window. Made by me. I think all these
things make it a “cool” coop! It was built to
complement my garden and keep my babies
safe!
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Third Place: Nicole Colson
Coop: Baker’s Coop-acabana

O

ur coop was made by my awesome
wife from the ground up. She is a
welder in a production warehouse,
so there are always pallets and spare wood
drops lying around. The bottom part of the
girls run is made of shipping pallets, as is
their nesting box. The doors are her handydandy custom work and all their perches
as well. She builds, I make it pretty. Here
in sunny Florida, we have to make sure all
wood is sealed because of our hurricane
seasons. Every board has either been hand
stained or painted to preserve the life of the
Coop-acabana.
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50 DO-IT-YOURSELF
PROJECTS FOR
KEEPING CHICKENS
Get ready to jump into the world of
chickens, one DIY project at a time.
Owning and raising chickens doesn’t
have to be an expensive hobby.
With imagination, simple tools, and
salvaged or bargain materials, you can
make everything your flock needs
for their health and safety.

Chicken Coops, Brooders,
Runs, Swings, Dust Baths,
and More!

Order at iamcountryside.com/shop or by calling 970-392-4419
12
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Second Place: Lindsey Brian
Coop: Coop Saloon

2016

O

ur Wild West-themed coop. The coop was our first carpentry
project. It is a 6-foot by 8-foot winterized coop that currently
houses 11 layers.

First Place: Lyndia Decker
Coop: The Hen’s Bed and Breakfast

T

his is the hand-built log cabin we call “The Hen’s Bed and Breakfast.” We notched each log and built this cabin, log by log. We
put on a tin roof and roosting bars inside with baskets for laying. I
have the sweetest chicks ever.

I

Third Place: Denise Krainock
Coop: Reclaimed Garden Coop

built this coop using mostly reclaimed and repurposed materials.
The only items purchased were the cement, wire and the four main
posts. We were tearing out an old corral and used the lumber for the
main structure, the window and door were from an old house. I also
repurposed some old PCA crates (Poultrymen’s Cooperative Association) into nesting boxes. It’s been a great coop for a small backyard
flock, and I even have had four batches of chicks hatched in it.

Chicken Coops Guide
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More great coop ideas submitted in 2016!
The Chicken Ranch

We quickly outgrew our tractor coop so I attached it to what
had become an unused tree fort that I had built with my kids
when they were younger. I then wrapped it in chicken wire and
predator proofed it. It is hard to see the fenced in free range area
that our chickens enjoy daily, and what started as a five foot
fence was heightened to a 15 foot or so fence. The cedar trees
protect our chickens from hawks, a constant threat where we
live. The “Birthing Coop” is a smaller coop that I put on the
second floor for brooding hens. When the eggs hatch and after
a few weeks, they and the momma hen move into the Green
Tractor Coop where it is separated from the tree fort coop by
chicken wire. They love having the dirt to scratch around in
while they grow and learn from momma. Once they are old
enough, they are then integrated into the flock of adults.
- Don Tomasco, Texas

Chicken Mahal

The Bird House

Our goal for our coop was to incorporate it into the neighborhood. We live in an old town in the historic district, and
there was not a lot of room for us to work with. I wanted
the coop to look like it belongs with the house, which
was built in 1871. The build incorporated many existing
architectural items, which I had scavenged over the years
including all windows, porch brackets, wooden shutters,
an old wood storm door (cut apart and reconfigured),
barn flooring, garage door scrap wood, local store front
display wood window casing, porcelain light shade, even
an old explosives box, which lines the nesting box.
- Tom Baldoni
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My wife caught the chicken bug and wouldn’t stop talking about
getting a backyard chicken coop. I like to think of myself as a handy
guy so I quickly started to sketch out and lay dimensions to the plans.
I considered things like pitch of the roof, size of the man door, size
and mechanism for the pop door, external nesting box for easy egg
collection, large back door and vinyl floor in coop for easy cleaning,
ceiling height enough to stand in, roof ventilation, electricity, insulation, heat, ergonomically friendly perches made from trees, windows
with screens for ventilation, fully enclosed run for year round and safe
outside access, an additional fenced in paddock area and many more
features. Most of the wood was reclaimed lumber from my place of
work. Much of the hardware, including latches, nails and screws, we
already had. We found a 100’ role of fencing on clearance that we used
in combination with hardware cloth to enclose the entire coop. There
was even enough material left over to build a matching picnic table
and we finished it off with just the perfect color scheme inspired by
the national park look!
- Dale & Sarah Burgun, Ohio
Chicken Coops Guide

The Palmer Coop
We are new to chickens but I LOVE my girls!! The coop
is 6’ x 12’. I added linoleum tiles for easier cleaning
“upstairs.” I’m in the process of building a chicken tunnel
for more free-ranging time.
- Gina Palmer

Tudor Mill House Coop

My better half built my coop. We have a very happy,
close-knit family of four hens and a rooster living here.
Hope to add a couple more girls.
-Jennifer Taylor

Buff Orpington Dwelling
Our chicken coop was built from recycled materials. The frame
and sides were a combination of materials cut from our homebuilt sawmill and recycled siding from our home. The tin roof
was recycled from our home porch roof. The skylight window
was recycled from greenhouse glass. The brooder house was a
dog house we had and just added a back door and a divider for
the brooder and her feed/water inside. The dust bath was from
miscellaneous wood left from the sawmill. Fencing was reused
from another animal pen. The high ceiling allows for great venting. There is a rope which allows us to close the door at night
and open it in the morning without disturbing the chickens.
- Barb Britch

Coop to Go!

We have a small back yard in the middle of the city,
and wanted chickens. We had a trailer sitting in the
yard for a couple years and decided to repurpose it!
We now have a movable coop that takes care of all
the chickens’ needs. It’s like a tiny chicken mansion.
There is a removable tray for cleaning, removable
dividers in the nesting boxes for easier cleaning,
and removable roosts so if we need to get inside,
we can. It’s only 4’ tall, but an adult can easily get
inside. And my favorite part, the sky lights! The
girls love them too!
- Danielle Gates
Chicken Coops Guide
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2017
COOLEST COOPS
WINNER:
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Winner: April and John Andrews
Coop: Best Little Henhouse in Tennessee
Location: Elizabethton, Tennessee
Photographer: Brandon Hicks
In March, my husband
asked what I wanted for
my birthday. I jokingly told
him chickens, which I’ve
really wanted for a while
now. A couple days and an
extensive Pinterest board
later, we decided to dive
in! We have eight SilverLaced Wyandotte hens. We
chose that breed for their
easy-going nature and gorgeous lacing. Our daughter,
Lillian, and our son, Fields,
just have so much fun spoiling them with treats. The
first one we named was
Birdie, after my mamaw,
because she had such a take
charge and bossy attitude.
My handy husband,
John, had the coop framed
up the day after we decided
to get chickens. He can build
anything from scratch (no
pun intended). The siding
is built from an old fence
that had fallen down. The
old door was donated by
a friend. Most of the wood
was sawmilled by my husband as well. My favorite
thing has to be the little
porch. All they need now
are tiny rocking chairs. I also
love the rain-fed watering
system. That was designed
and built by my husband.
My best advice for someone
16

wanting to build their own
coop is to plan first and try
to use as many recycled
materials as possible. Not
only is it less expensive, it
gives it a unique look that
is hard to make with all new
materials.
The most important
thing I have learned along
the way is that it takes time
to establish a flock. I thought
we would just jump into it
and have laying hens within
weeks. I’m terribly impatient but soon realized that
the time spent with our family as we created the coop
and run was well worth it.
We all enjoyed the experience and love watching the
chickens play and explore.

Winners received
prizes from Brinsea,
Backyard Poultry
goodies, and of course,
bragging rights!

- April

Top to Bottom:
The Andrews' coop was
built from old fence
and the old door was
donated by a friend.
The chickens receive
water from the rain-fed
watering system.
Chicken Coops Guide

Collecting eggs is easier
with an access door to the
nesting boxes.
The Andrews installed a
gate with a built-in trough.
The coop is home to
eight Silver-Laced
Wyandottes.

Chicken Coops Guide
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COOLEST COOPS
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Winner: Mindi and Emmett Moore
Coop: Storybook Coop
Location: Washington, West Virginia
Photographer: Nate Knobel
I had wanted chickens for
a long time but could never
find a way to make it work. I
had never owned them, never
really been around them, but
as an animal lover with a large
family (between the two of
us we have seven children),
having fresh eggs to go along
with our garden seemed like
a dream come true.
My husband, Emmett,
designed the coop entirely
on his own, most of it coming
together as he went. He owns
a sawmill and supplies most
of his own wood by cutting
up trees and sawing them by
hand. Emmett has a full-time
job as a city firefighter, and
on the side, owns his own
woodworking business (Eli
Woodworks), so he built the
coop in the evenings when
he had time.
As Emmett was building
the coop and posting pictures
online, a friend saw it and
said she had seven baby
chicks we could have if
we wanted them. Four
weeks later, the coop was
done enough for the fully
feathered babies to live in,
and we brought them home.

Shortly after that, Emmett
completed the run, which
reminds me of an aviary
at the zoo. It’s spacious
and open with a plastic
corrugated roof over half
of it. The corrugations
are filled so that snakes
can’t find their way into
the coop. The hardware
cloth is buried two feet
under the ground with an
apron secured by bricks
and covered with dirt. He
did everything he could to
make a safe place to put the
new additions.
The finished coop is better
than I could have ever hoped.
I love it, and I love our new
chickens. I spend way too
much time out there just
watching them and feeding
them treats. It took a while,
but now they come running
when someone approaches
the coop. They just know that
we have something good for
them. Eventually we’ll get
those farm fresh eggs, but
until then, I’m just happy
to share our property with
chickens that make me smile.

- Mindi

top to bottom: Emmett designed the coop entirely on his own. He harvested the wood for the coop from their land. The coop includes nesting
boxes for seven hens, plenty of ventilation to keep things cool and roosting bars for the flock.
18
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Daryel's vision for
his coop came from
a destination in
Missouri known as
Red Oak II, a
re-creation of a
now-vanished town.

Winner: Daryel Shaffer
Coop: Wild West Coop Town
Location: Webb City, Missouri
Photographer: Drew Kimble
Our backyard chicken
experience started with a
friend giving us three hens
and a small coop. By the next
week, three became six, and
we knew we needed a bigger
coop. I had fun designing
and building the first coop,
so I wanted to try to build a
bigger coop. One thing led
to another with the idea of
building a chicken town to
look like an old west town.
My idea came from a little
Chicken Coops Guide

town in our area called Red
Oak II. It’s a community
where all the old buildings
were moved there from the
original Red Oak, Missouri.
Most of the materials in our
coop came from old barns
and recycle stores. We spend
a lot of time in the back yard
and enjoy adding more
vintage items to the coop as
we find them.

- Daryel
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Thank you to all the flock owners who
sent us pictures and building notes of your
inspiring custom-built coops. We had so
many favorites! Here are just a few!

Owner: Jessica Fender
Coop: Barnyard Coop
Location: Arkansas
Owner: Abbey March
Coop: Talies-Hen
Location: Wisconsin

Our coop was made out of repurposed barnwood and tin,
everything from the door and window, to the old lantern made
into a porch light! My favorite features are the barnwood flower
box and window. But, I love everything about my coop!

Living very close to Frank Lloyd
Wright's Taliesin and his amazing
architecture, we designed and
built something we would
love looking at just as much
as our hens love living in.
“Regard it as just as desirable to
build a chicken house as to build a
cathedral.” - Frank Lloyd Wright

Owner: Priscilla Cole
Coop: Nantahala
Location: North Carolina
I built this coop here in the
beautiful mountains of Western
North Carolina. My goal was to
provide a safe and entertaining
coop for my chickens with a
beautiful park-like setting. The
chickens love all the natural tree
branch roosts swings, and the
grapevines that edge their 65-foot
run. I love watching them each
morning with coffee in hand!
20
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Owner: Karen Hopkins
Coop: The Chick Inn
Location: Maryland
My hubby built this version of the Carolina Coop.
He built it with no plans, just a few photos, and a lot
of YouTube videos! I think he's a keeper.

Owner: Shane Munhollon
Coop: Chicken Cabin
Location: Texas
We brought a little bit of the mountains to the country. These
highlights include a handmade wooden chair with a coonskin cap
hanging off the left side, a piece of log for a table with a moonshine
jug on top and spring traps hanging. A metal art catfish, a pinecone
above the deck, and a whirlybird for air circulation round off the
mountain feel. Off the back is a 8’ x 25’ run.

Owner: Tracy Pavone
Coop: Playset Conversion
Location: Georgia
Kids’ playset gets converted into a Park Avenue chicken coop!
Chicken Coops Guide
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The Cozy Cottage

W

Story and Photos By Cindy Waters & Family

e set out to make a coop that was good enough for us to live in. We thought, if it’s good enough for us, the girls will
love it! The Cozy Cottage Coop sports a front porch with functional Dutch door, a “people-sized” side door, and a
guillotine chicken door with mechanism fully enclosed within the insulated walls. We also have tilt-out windows,
vaulted ceilings and lapboard interior walls that are painted sky blue with grass hand painted all around the borders. We
want our girls to feel like its spring, even through the long Wisconsin winter.
Feeders are wall mounted with a cool flip-up roof and we use a contaminant-free watering system by “The Chicken
Waterer” to keep the nasty stuff out. Six nesting boxes are made from five-gallon pails mounted in a wood housing with
straw bedding. The coop is fully wired with lights on a timer and outlets so we can use a water heater in winter. We often
have guests remarking they would be happy to spend the night in the Cozy Cottage Coop with the girls!
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A National Chicken Coop

A

Story and Photos By Sarah Burgun

year ago, I caught the chicken bug and wouldn’t stop talking about getting a backyard chicken coop. After a lot of
research into my city’s ordinances and convincing of my husband, Dale, I concluded that we could have chickens—
with a few guidelines.
We checked into what kind of chickens would be a good combination of the friendly personality I wanted and the good
egg production my husband wanted. Soon after, we visited our local Tractor Supply a few times to gather more information, price things out and check out the chicks! My husband built a wooden brooder box from material we already had and
cleared a spot in our dining room for the girls. We brought six lovely pullets home and spent the first few weeks getting to
know them and handling them to encourage imprinting. We named them Linda the lap chicken, Jessie, Flo (aka Floppy),
Alice, Pat, and Betty. The story of how Flo became Floppy is for another time.
Meanwhile, we started to scour the internet for ideas, videos, commentary and design elements perfect for our coop. My
husband is a very handy guy with a lot of tools, so he started to sketch out and lay dimensions to his plans. He considered things
like pitch of the roof, size of the man door, size and mechanism for the pop door, external nesting box for easy egg collection,
large back door and vinyl floor in coop for easy cleaning, ceiling height enough to stand in, roof ventilation, electricity, insulation, heat, ergonomically friendly perches made from trees, windows with screens for ventilation, fully enclosed run for year
round and safe outside access, an additional fenced in paddock area and many, many more features I’m too excited to remember.
Best of all, 100 percent of the wood, except for the six pieces of treated lumber that would touch the ground and the T11
siding, was reclaimed lumber from where my husband works. They get materials and products in large wood shipping
crates, often with rigid insulation inside. He dismantled in excess of 12 crates to reuse the wood and insulation for the coop.
Much of the hardware, including latches, nails and screws, we already had. We found 100 feet of fencing on clearance that
we used in combination with hardware cloth to enclose the entire coop. There was even enough material left over to build
a matching picnic table, and we finished it off with just the perfect color scheme inspired by the national park look!

Wide, rounded bars that don’t hurt the chickens’ feet provide good
roosting space. Also, photos showing construction and a hanging feeder.

Chicken Coops Guide
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We wanted a place for
our chickens under
our large oak trees
since the trees
provided shade in the
summer, and plenty of
sun in the winter.
The solution?
Our son’s playhouse.

The Playhouse
Chicken Coop

W

Story and Photos By John, Elicia and John Austin Kirby

hen we decided to enter the world of chickens we were naive greenhorns
to say the least! Even worse, we didn’t know a soul who had chickens. We
live around cattle ranchers, dairies, even goat farms, but no chickens! So
we had no one that we could go to … no one whom we could gather a few crumbs
of knowledge. Then one day we ran across your magazine in our nearest farm and
ranch store. And soon after, we subscribed to it. The information and learning we
have gained through your magazine has been priceless! It’s read cover-to-cover
… advertisements and all!
Wanting to raise chickens but not wanting to raise a huge price tag on their
housing took a bit of thought. But we came up with a rather unusual way to put
the three “R’s” to use and at the same time saving some of that green stuff in our
pocketbook. We wanted a place for our chickens under our large oak trees since the
trees provided shade in the summer, and plenty of sun in the winter. The solution?
Our son’s playhouse. Yep, sadly the day had come that he had outgrown the swings
and the slide! So we dismantled most of the structure, saving every bolt and screw,
and put our heads together trying to figure out how to revamp, well, everything.
First things first, we had been quite busy clearing a lot of cedar trees on our
property to make more pasture land for our future Texas Longhorns. This gave
us a surplus of cedar logs. To build the pen, we used the logs as supporting posts
on the sides and roof for attaching the chicken wire. Now it was time to build the
coop. We shortened the whole playhouse leaving a good foot of head clearance for
24

the chickens under the house itself — we
refer to it as their basement. The wood
from the climbing structure, once part
of the playhouse, became their “porch”
and walkway into their house, as well
as two separate nesting boxes.
Speaking of nest boxes, we also
salvaged the green bendable plastic
originally used for the crawling tunnel. We cut it to size and screwed it
underneath the nesting box lids so no
rain would drip or seep down onto
the girls when they’re on the nests.
The previous roofing of the playhouse
extended over what is now their dusting box. We filled it with sand and grit
from the river just down the road from
us. And with it being covered they can,
and do, play and dust themselves in the
dry sand — be it rain or shine! We utilized nearly every piece of wood from
the original playhouse, even building
the door entering the pen itself out of
the salvaged wood. My husband also
built windows and a door to the coop
for cleaning it out.
Some of the playhouse pieces of
wood had arches cut in them that he
used on various areas on the coop,
just to make it pretty. But my personal
favorite part of the whole coop itself
is the coop door! Using two pieces of
wood, each with an arch, John (my
husband) designed the door with an
oblong opening making a place to put
a window.
Chicken Coops Guide

And being true to our nature of
always wanting to customize and be
creative, we spent a couple of days
up in his shop designing and building a stained glass piece. We placed it
in the oblong window opening of the
door. And what design did we come
up with? A stained glass chicken, of
course! The best part is we didn’t
spend a dime on any of the stained
glass supplies either. We already had
everything we needed left over from
precious projects!
Last, but not least, we needed to
discourage any predator from trying to
dig under the bottom of the chicken wire
to get in. We once again searched our
surplus of cedar logs. We cut them into
fireplace-length pieces and made a long
rustic-style planting box for gardening. It runs along the side of their pen
that is most vulnerable to unwelcomed
company!
One more word about the cedar
that we used: we decided to leave the
bark on the logs instead of stripping
it off. Not only was it a time saver, but
the girls get much entertainment in
pulling it off themselves and finding
a tasty morsel of a bug underneath.
Yum!
I suppose in the life of a chicken, it
doesn’t get much better than that!

Chicken Coops Guide
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A Water Tower Chicken Coop

The water tower that supplies the chickens with collected rain water.

F

Story and Photos by Michael Gay

or six weekends, Michael Gay worked away in his backyard in Sylvania, Georgia, to build their backyard coop, one
their friends have named, “The Taj Majal.” While it might not have a solid gold roof, it does have a water tower that
collects rain, complete with a painting made for the 12 chickens, and a separation fence to allow for easier integration of new and old flock mates.
The painting, finished by Michael’s fiance Joanna Bastarache, helped cover the rudimentary, but completely functional,
water tower, which started as a 30-gallon plastic trash barrel and some PVC pipe. “Boy was it ugly,” reported Mr. Gay.
With some friend’s donated scrap metal and some metal bolts — and Joanna’s paints — they dressed it up a bit.

26
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How Michael
Built the
Tower
• I drilled a few small holes in the
lid and put it on the barrel upside
down to catch rain water and prevent
debris from getting in the water supply. I used four screws to secure the
inverted lid.
• Then, I drilled a 1/2-inch hole near
the bottom of the barrel to insert the
PVC pipe and sealed it with silicon
caulking. I raised the barrel up four
feet so gravity would create the water
pressure needed to push it through
the lines. I ran out the pipe, adding a
T-joint to split the line; one runs underground and back up to the coop,
the other off the leg of the water tower
for washing up. The line to the coop
comes up one foot and feeds a six-foot,
horizontal PVC pipe with self-waterers
every 12 inches.

Chicken Coops Guide

The coop is covered, with lockable doors and an area to separate birds if needed.
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Cottage House Garden Shed Coop

I

was looking for a new hobby to keep my mind off of life and the stresses it can bring. The year before, both of my parents
were diagnosed with cancer. Life definitely changed and not really for the best!
In August of 2006, we built a coop and I started with four Cochin chickens. I love the fancy feathers on their feet, and
their cute personalities. I immediately became attached to my little Buff Cochin, Scarlett. She became my little buddy. We
have gained chickens and lost some, but my Scarlett stayed with me for 8 years.
My parents passed away in 2010, three-and-a-half months apart. Even with all the sadness that it brought, my chickens
never let me down. I could go out to my coop and immediately feel just a little bit better. By this time, I had built a bigger
coop but I still was not quite satisfied.
This past year, we were in the process of building a garage, and my husband had decided to get rid of our storage shed.
I immediately stopped him and said it would be perfect for a new coop. He has such a love-hate relationship with my chickens, but he went along with my plan. I first had the walls cut out, where we added chicken wire for air flow. I made enough

28
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nesting boxes for everyone, but they
still like to all lay together. We painted it
bright red because it was a happy color.
I added my touches of decor and moved
in all the girls. Once I added landscaping, I included my parents’ bench that
I inherited from them. It became the
perfect spot to relax and enjoy my happy
little chicken cottage.
Although my chickens are all happy
in their coop, we are saddened that my
Scarlett has passed on. I was holding her
one evening, just like I always do, and
I looked down and she looked as if she
had fallen asleep, but I knew immediately that our story together had ended.
She had died in my arms. It was her
time. Chickens have been an unlikely
comfort in my life, and I am glad I could
share this with you.
My motto has become, “Live, laugh,
love … and don’t forget to feed the
chickens!”
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Chicken Tractor Shed Conversion

A

Story and Photos By Robin Miller

ll great projects start with a spouse. I made this observation years ago during the design-and-build phase of our house
in the country. Since then, I had broached the subject of raising chickens, but her response was, “No chickens.” The
local farm store went through their annual Chick Days for several seasons, and each year I got more information about
raising poultry — which was easy to do — and trying to discover the reason behind the wife’s firm, “No chickens” policy —
which was more difficult.
Eventually, I found that a rooster terrorized her as a little girl, and this explained the resistance. More research followed on
docile breeds. We reached a compromise, and as part of the deal, the coop could not be an eyesore. The local home center had
a special on a plastic shed, which she approved for the purpose. Next year, I’ll see what she thinks about hogs.
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Where We Started to Make Our
Chicken Choop Shed a Reality
We selected a Keter “Manor 4-by-6S” hut for this conversion.
The floor, walls, and roof were all molded from 5/8-inch thick
coroplast twin wall polypropylene, like a political sign, only
with more substance. The twin walls have a small R-value,
plus the hut was equipped with two ventilation grids and an
acrylic window. The wall panels look like siding, with a faux
“wood grain” on the outside and smooth inside. This told me
the internal flutes of the wall panels ran horizontally, which
would come in handy later. I followed the assembly instructions, and can provide the following hints:
• There should be even spacing of fasteners on vertical runs:
place at 4-inches, 23-inches, 42-inches, and 61-inches; and even
horizontal spacing at 8-inches, 24-inches, 40-inches, 56-inches.

The Chicken Coop Shed Modification
I installed a Pullet-Shut door with battery and solar charging panel. I used Rustoleum Leak-Seal to glue the solar panel
to the roof, after buffing the surface with sandpaper. The
battery sits on a high shelf cut from the waste piece removed
for the pophole door, riveted to the inside after cutting and
folding out plastic tabs from the shelf.
I wanted the external nest box to be light and as insulated
as the rest of the hut, but had no coroplast in stock, so I built
my own “structural insulated panels” — a Styrofoam core
glued between plywood skins and wood edges for fasteners.
The operable roof uses the property of polypropylene for
plastic hinges — the roof is the side of the hut cut on threeand-a-half sides, leaving the external face as the hinge. The
cedar-trimmed roof hides a barrel bolt lock.

• Lay plywood on the floor to avoid crushing the coroplast
when working inside.
• Polypropylene resists most glues and paints.
• Use rivets to attach things to the skin.
• Use the internal flutes as the “bottom” of any penetrations
you make.
• Use spray foam to reinforce your penetrations and add
insulation.
Making It Mobile
For the chicken tractor design phase, I built a 6-foot-by10-foot frame of treated decking, with an elevated platform
for the coop. I added wheels for mobility that pivot into place.
I attached a hoop-house frame made from 15-foot lengths of
half-inch PVC conduit and 1-by-2s. These are attached to the
coop with sockets sawn from a conduit body, and a pair of
female adapters screwed into 5/8-inch holes, with fresh spray
foam to work as the glue.

Above: The wall panels look like siding.
Left: The “structural insulated panels” Robin Miller
designed.
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The back of the chicken coop, painted by Dan Gonsalves, of some of the Diederichs’ hens and roosters. He used an airbrush
technique to do this wonderful painting on the nesting box hatch doors.

A Designer Chicken Coop
Owner Gives Coop Unique Style

A

By Tamara Diederichs

friend of ours does airbrush paintings of animals and people and I asked if he could paint the nesting box hatch doors
as if the depiction is what was actually going on inside. He then took photos of our hens and roosters and painted them
on the coop. It turned out wonderfully whimsical and now we have something fun to look at each time we go out to
visit with our flock!

This is our blue
Andalusian,
Agnus and
black bantam
Silkie, Poodle.

This is our
Cochin hen,
Betty (named
after my
grandmother).
Artist:
Dan Gonsalves
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